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S E L F  A S S E S S M E N T  +  R E F L E C T I O N

Need some help? 
If you’re stuck, we’ve got your back. Give us a call on 1300 162 997 or 
drop us an email at hello@customerframe.com
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SELF- ASSESSMENT AND REFLECTIONSELF- ASSESSMENT AND REFLECTION

Think about your organisation today within the context of the five trends. 

Are you on it, or a little o!? Give yourself the super- scientific rating out of 

five stars for each trend, then jot down a few notes on some initial things 

you might be able to do. For those who like pristine books, you can also 

download the worksheet by joining us at customerframe.com/revolution.

#1 Paradox of choice

#2 Customer has the knowledge

#4 Purpose-driven purchasing

#3 Stories over stuff

#5 Personalisation

Then, let’s move on to get clear on what we really mean by ‘customer’. We 

might assume we’re talking about the same thing, but we’d like to share our 

view which may change your perspective as it has for many of our clients.

  Customers are no longer accepting ‘good   Customers are no longer accepting ‘good 
enough’. They can switch from you in an enough’. They can switch from you in an 
instant and their needs are driving the instant and their needs are driving the 
revolution.revolution.
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NOTES / THOUGHTS


